SCREEN REPLACEMENT & REPAIRS

From Tampa to Naples, CRA has you covered. Screen
replacement, structural repairs and painting.

craluminum.com (941) 486-9104

trust the experts with all your
screen replacement and repairs
to your pool cage or lanai
Are you looking for a way to update your existing pool
cage or lanai? Do any of your screens need to be replaced
or repaired? CRA can accommodate all of your screen and
pool cage repair needs. We offer standard and premium
18/14 screens for all applications and budgets as well as
screens to provide increased protection from the harsh
Florida sun, rogue golf balls, biting insects and high activity
areas around your pool including clawing pets.
We offer screen for any application and budget installed
quickly and efficiently for much less than you might think.
Call the experts today for your quick quote and to schedule
your replacement screen or cage repairs. No job is too big
or too small.

Our team of service professionals will quickly and efficiently replace torn or
worn out screens ideal for your application and budget.

beyond replacement screen, give
your cage new life:
Many clients take advantage of giving their cage a “Tune Up”
when replacing screen panels. CRA can replace your weak or
rusted metal screws with non-rusting, high-strength stainless
steel screws making your cage stronger than ever before.
We also offer Pool Cage Painting to make your cage look like
new or to give it a new color. Ask your associate for some of
your options and pricing details.

Surprisingly affordable screen replacement
for your pool cage, lanai or patio enclosure.
CRA offers a variety of replacement screen depending on your budget and
application. As with all screens, be sure to speak with your sales consultant
about which screen is best for you. All screens have specific attributes and
some may not be appropriate for your individual pool cage. Important
considerations include:
1. Durability
2. Visibility
3. Ventilation
4. Shading
5. Mesh size for insect and dirt control
Economy screen. This is our standard 18/14 “builder grade” and is the perfect

how much is replacement screen?

balance of durability and economy.

There are several factors that contribute to an accurate

Premium screen. Premium 18/14 screen is our most popular replacement
screen for Florida homeowners. This screen offers good ventilation and insect
protection.

estimate regarding the replacement of your pool cage or
lanai screen. You can expect to pay between $1.00 -$1.50
per square foot and your exact price will depend on the
factors outlined below:

SuperScreen. A heavy-duty alternative , vinyl-coated polyester screening that
is ideal for use in high traffic and activity areas.

1. The amount of overall screen you need replaced.
2. Type of screen you elect to use.

PetScreen. Tear and puncture-resistant screen specifically designed to prevent

3. Where the panels that need to be replaced are located.

damage by dogs and cats. Typically installed on doors and lower panels.

4. Special access issues.

MicroScreen. A tight 20/20 mesh designed to keep out smaller biting insects.

Don’t be fooled by “lowballers” who may be using a very
cheap inferior screen that will need to be replaced soon

SunScreen. A heavy-duty screening that blocks 80-90% of the sun’s heat and

or contractors that are not licensed or insured. Trust the

bright glare.

experts at CRA to always give you an excellent product and
service at a very fair price.
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